


oRSCHE. Wsers rN a name? Well,
it all depends on when you ask,
and whom you ask. What's in the

name "Porsche"? If the truth be known,
lor anyone over the age of 35, say, it
means a high-powered, tricky-handling
race-bred VW Beetle caricature, with
the engine in the back, disturbing the air
and the ear with its air-cooled rattle. To
younger enthusiasts, Porsche means the
more affordable 9241944 series of sports
cars, and the 928 luxury GT.

Porsches elicit an emotional rather
than a logical response. Those buying a
Porsche will generally not consider alter-
natives from other manufacturers, re-
gardless of their merits when compared
with the devices from Stuttgart (or, in
this case, Neckarsulm). To them, "Por-
sche" is synonymous with the long
straight at Le Mans and the forests of the
Ntirburgring. The drive to work is no
longer a chore, but rather a practice ses-
sion at Hockenheim. Andyou can't turn
hot laps at Hockenheim driving some-
thing with no history behind the name,
can you?

If your mind is set on a Porsche, what
choices do you have among the array of
4-cylinder models? What are the relative
merits-and demerits-of the four differ-
ent 4-cylinder Porsches? You will be
paying extra for the Porsche name, Ger-
man technology and a weak dollar. Still
interested? Read on.

Porsche 9245

Q TARTTNG ar the bottom, we have the
tJ 9245, first tested in R&T in July
1986, but essentially, in exterior and in-
terior design, the same car first tested in

these pages more than l0 years ago, July
1976 to be exact.

Porsche broke with its air-cooled tra-
dition with the introduction of the 924.
The Vierundzwanziger was an unwanted
child of sorts. The design had originally
been penned by Porsche, under contract
to Volkswagen, as a sports car to be built
as a joint venture, similar to the 914 that
it would replace. Power was to come
from an overhead-cam 2.O-liter inline-4,
producedat the VW Salzgitterplant; this
engine would also power the VW LT
truck, 1977 Audi 100 and, as it turned
out, the AMC Gremlin. The VW/Audi
transaxle would also be used. VW pulled
out of the joint venture and, because it
had been footing the bills, got the rights
to the so-called EA425. But then came
the 1973 Arab oil embargo, and VW's
ledgers were flowing red ink. Cuts had to
be made, and the VW sports carwas one
of them. Porsche bought the design back
and renamedit924, first sold asa 1916
model. The car would be produced by
ex-NSU (now Audi) personnel in Neck-
arsulm, north of Stuttgart, under Por-
sche's supervision; Audi would build
Porsche's cars for them, for a slight fee
you understand. The only Porsche parts
on the car were the badges. Everything
else was out-sourced from the VW/Audi
parts bin and subcontractors.

The 924 was replaced by the 9245 in
the U.S. market in 1986. The 9245 is
powered by the newer engine used in the
944, in both applications developing
147 bhp at 58001pm, maximum torque
of 140 lb-ft at 3000 rym and redlining at
6500 rpm. The engine is content with
unleaded regular fuel. By the way, it and )+
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its 4-cylinder brethren are assembled in
Porsche's Stuttgart-Zuffenhausen fac-
lory_and then shipped to the Audi plant
in Neckarsulm, where all the 9241944
family is built.

The 9245 is lacking some very impor-
tant features of its newer cousins. Ititill
has elements of the l9l6 interior. most
notably the instrument cluster and the
tighter fit between seat and steering
wheel. Many of the parts are straight
from the VW warehouse and are instant-
ly recognized as such. To an extent, it
still has the old suspension. The front
anti-roll bar is a bit smaller than that on
the 944: there is no standard rear bar.
The 944's front bar and a smaller-than-
optional-9 44 rear bar may be ordered as

an option. The brakes. how,ever. are
identical on both cars. Standard tires are
195/65VR-15 on I5 x 6-in. rims all
around. The transmissions differ: the
9245 has a lower 5th gear. The idea was
to ensure that the 9245 wouldn't outrun
the upmarket 944. But more on that lat-
er. A 4O-percent limited-slip differential
is optional on this and all the other 4-
cylinder Porsches. Power-assisted steer-
ing is standard on all 9241944 cars. Cur-
rent base price for the 9245 is $24,935.

Porsche 944

NT Exr srer up the social-climbing lad-
1 \ der for Porschephiles is the 944,
most recently tested in R&T for Febru-
ary 1986 (against the then-new Mazda

RX-7). This step costs $4165, to a base
sticker of $29,100. The 944, introduced
in l98l as a 1982 model, was a well-
worked-over 924. More aggressive run-
ning gear and fender flares were taken
from the limited-production 924 Car-
rera GT. Although most of the parts still
came from the VW/Audi Meccano set,
the engine was an all-new design, basi-
cally one-half of the 928's all-aluminum
V-8. Displacement was bumped up to
2.5 liters. which is big for a iour; fwin
balance shafts were necessary to calm
the engine's shaking.

The interior of the 9 44 wasextensive-
ly restyled for the 1986 model year.
Seats in the 944 series are upgraded and
redesigned from the 9245. Rake and
fore-and-aft adjustments are set using
levers, but the front and rear cushion
heights are varied electrically via rocker
switches on the side. The rear anti-roll
bar and larger front bar used on the Tur-
bo are optional; normally, the 944 gets
only a front bar. Standard tires are 215l
60VR-15 on l5 xl rims all around. The
wheel and tire option package lor the
944 getsyou 205155VR- l6 on I 6 xis at
the front, 225150YR-l 6 on I 6 x 8s at the
rear; the rims are cast alloy; forged alloys
are yet another option. Brakes are identi-
cal to the 9245 but ABS is an option, as
on the 9445 and 944 Turbo.

Stock 9245 handling is tire-limited; the oprional suspension and tires v.otrkl ltetp (rofl.
The 944 was surprise winner in slalom and skicrpad ttutrtbers.



n, drive to work
is no longer a chore,
rather a practice
session at
Hockenheim.

Porsche 9445

T HE 9445 is the new kid on the block.
l. introduced with the 1987 model

year and growing out of a need to offer
an intermediate stage between the 944
and its force-fed turbo twin: So! The cus-
tomers don't like turbo lag and turbo
prices? Well, let's see now-what are the
automotive couturiers doing this year?
Four valves per cylinder! Hmm . . . Take
the parts from the 4-valve 9285, charge a
bit less than the Turbo, get a broader
product offering. Call it 9445.

The 9445 and its extra mechanical
bits will set the buyer back $34,580.
$5480 more than the normal 944. The
S-model's manual transmission is the
same gearbox used in the 944. The en-
gine revs higher. to 6800 rpm. Horse-
power is 190 bhp at 6000 rpm, torque
170 lb-ft at 4300 !p-m. U{eaded premi-
um rs recommended. No automatic
transmission is available. Except for
badges, the car is identical to the 944.

Porsche 944 Tilrbo
(\ ooN AFTER its l98l introduction. the
D q++ found itself up a-eainst an in-
creasing number of well performing cars
that sold at lower prices. ",\-a gut," said
the Weissach engineers. "[f they want
performance, we'll do what u.e did so
well on the 9l L We'll stick a turbo-
charger on the thing. Restyle the body a
bit, put in a new interior. and presto.
what was once a VW sports car is sud-
denly a high-powered, high-priced luxo-
GT called the 944 Turbo."

The Turbo is the top of the Porsche
4-banger line. Its price jumps $2755
over the 9445, to $37,335. The 944 Tur-
bo is recognizable by its shapely front-
end cap and rear undertray spoiler, use-
less as such. Scuttlebutt is that
marketing demanded the spoiler for
product identification: 944 Turbo own-
ers needed something to identify them-
selves to traffic they'd just passed.

The engine output iiup to 217 bhp at
5800 rpm, maximum torque of 243lb-ft
at a surprisingly low (for a turbo) 3500
rpm; redline is 6500 rpm. Like the 9445,
it requires unleaded premium fuel. Indi- #)

Porsche

9245

GENERAL DATA

Porsche Porsche

944 9445

Porsche

944 Turbo

215160VR-15 205/55VRJ6 front,

225/50VRl6 rear

inline-4 inline-4 inline-4 turbo inline-4

rear drive rear drive rear drive rear drive

Bodylframe .....unitsteel..............unitsteel................unitsteel..............unitsteel
Steering type . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . .rack & pinion, . . . .. .. . .rack & pinion, . . . . . . . . . .rack & pinion, . . . . . . . . .rack & pinion,

power-assisted power-assisted power-assisted power-assisted

Brakesystem,11r.................11.1-in.venteddiscs/..l1.1inventeddiscsl....11.ljnventeddiscs/ ..11.7-in.venteddiscs/

1 1.4-in. vented discs, 1 1 .4in. vented discs, 11 .4-in. vented discs, 1 1 .8-in. vented discs,

vacuum-assisted vacuum-assistd vacuum-assisted vacuum-assisted

Whee{s......... ..castalloy,15x6J.....castalloy,15x7J.......castalloy,15x7J.....castalloy;16x7Jfront
16x8Jrear

Tires............ ..Continental ....,.......DunlopSPSport........PirelliCinturatoP6,...PirelliCinturatoP7;
Super Contact, Supr 04,

195/65VR-15 215t60V8-15

Suspnsbn, {/r ..MacPherson struts, MacPherson struts, . . . .MacPherson struts, . . .MacPherson struts,

lower A-arms, coil lower A-arms, coil lower A-arms, coil lower A-arms, coil

springs, tube shocks, springs, tube shocks, . .sfings, tube shocks, .springs, tube shocks,

anti-roll bar/semi- anti-roll bar/semi- anti-roll bar/semi- anti.roll bar/semi-

trailing arms, torsion trailing arms, torsion trailing arms, torsion trailing arms, torsion

bars, tube shocks bars, tube shocks, bars, tube shocks, bars, tube shocks,

anti-rollbar anti-rollbar anti-rollbar

tPrice as tested indudes: for the 9245, std equip. (air cond, elect. window lifts, elect. adj minors), AM/FM stereolcassette

($672), rear window wiper ($284), sunroof ($946); for the 944, std Euip. (auto. temp control, elect. window lifts, elect. height adj

for driver's seat, elect. adj minors, fog lights), leather interior ($556), sunrmf ($946), rear wiper ($284), cruise control ($413),

alarm ($250), AM/FM stereo cassette ($672); for the 9445, std Euip. (auto. temp mntrol, elect. window lifts, elect. height adjfor

driver's seat, elect. adj minors, fog lights, left & right airbags), leatlcr interio ($556), sunroof ($946), rear wiper ($284), cruise

control($413), alarm ($250), AM/FM stereo cassette {$672); for the 944 Turbo, std equip. (auto. temp control, elect, window

lifts, elect. height adifor drive/s seat, elect. adj minors, fog llghts, leather steedng wheel, left & right airbags), leather interior

($556), sunrool ($946), rear wiper ($284), cruise control ($41 3), alarm ($250), AM/FM stereo cassette ($672).
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vidual gear ratios are taller than those on
the other cars, except for 5th, identical
to the 9245, and the final drive is much
taller, for top speed. Compared with the
other 944 models, the front anti-roll bar
is larger in diameter and the rear anti-roll
bar, optional on the others, is standard
on the Turbo. Disc brakes are considera-
bly larger all around. ABS brakes are
again optional equipment. Wheels and
tires are the same as the optional pack-
age on the 944 and 9445; the Turbo's
upgrade includes 245145YR-16 rubber
on 16 x 9 rims (at the rear only).

Performance:
What it's all about
ALL RIGHT then, what performance do

.-L you get for your 4-cylinder Porsche
dollar? Several of our testers felt that
these engines are rough and rumbly at
low revs, this despite the high-tech bal-
ance shaflts. Not surprisingwhen one has
100-mm pistons and 2.5 liters of dis-
placement in a 4-cylinder. These cars
beg to have a smooth V-6 installed.

The engines, however, are unique in
the way they produce power. The ordi-
nary 92451944 engine is in many ways
the best of the lot; although it runs out of
breath at high speeds, it is very tractable
at low revs. It has none of that "coming
into the power band" feeling; torque
buildup is progressive and smooth.

The 9445 suffers a bit at low engine
speeds compared with its 8-valve breth-
ren, but above 3500 rpm it comes on
strongly, revving smoothly to its 6800-
qpm redline.The engine's strength in the
upper rev range exaggerates the need
(real and imagined) for a more muscu-
lar bottom end.

The 944 Turbo was described by our
testers as "slow around town" and "doc-
ile at low revs"; "badly in need of low-
end torque." The engine does not come
into its own until the revs are around

The 944 Tiarbo's strong suir is flat-out
speed. Top-end power translates into
ffirtless high-speed cruising, but thrust
for low-speed maneuvering is lacking,
thanks to turbo lag.

3500-4000 {p*. But then it sings a love-
ly torquey song. [t's an engine more suit-
ed to thel utobahn or the race track than
to the low-speed cut-and-thrust of a dai-
ly freeway commute.

The transmissions, too, have individ-
ual character. The shifters feel rather
heavy and rubbery not sulprising with
the transmission located in the rear of
the car. Smooth shifts are not easy and
require finesse and concentration. The
944 didn't outrun the 9245 despite the
former's taller 5th gear. Our 9245 was
considerably faster than the 944 in top
speed, clocking 128 mph; the newer car
managgd only l2l mph. Part of this dif-
ference is, of course, due to the higher
aerodynamic drag of the 944's wider
tires and fenders. But 7 mph is an awful-
ly big difference, and we suspect that
our 944 was not in top top-speed form.

By virtue of its higher top-end power
and higher rev limit, the 9445 should
reach a higher top speed than the 944.It
does, clocking in at l3l mph. However,
that'sonly 3 mph more than the bottom-
line 9245, which, interestingly, has a
shorter 5th gear. So the 4-valve technol-
ogy doesn't get much better top-end per-
formance; said another way, those extra
3 mph cost the 9445 buyer more than
$3200 each!

The Turbo's clutch effort is much
higher than that of its stablemates, not
sulprising in view of the power it must
transmit. Top speed was measured at
149 mph-clearly in an entirely differ-
ent league. A note here: These measured
top speeds were less than previous fig-
ures because of the extreme temperature
( I l0 degrees Fahrenheit) at the site of
our top-speed evaluations.

In flat-out acceleration, the 944 Tur-
bo was the clear leader, reaching 60 mph
in 6.6 seconds and getting down the
quarter mile in l5.l sec at 95.5 mph.
The next quickest was the 9445 (no sur-
prise) with 0-60 in 8.0 and the quarter in
16.2 sec, 87.5 mph. Third was the 9245,
with 0-60 in 8.5, quarter mile in 16.4
sec, 85.0 mph. The lower 5th gear ratio
of the 9245 undoubtedly helps. Also, it's
lighter than the 944. The 944 was the
least quick at 0-60 in 8.7, the quarter in
16.6 and 84.5. And, once again, ambi-
ent temperature played a role, though
not so dramatic as in our desert top-
speed runs.

Performance differences arose in sla-
lom and skidpad testing. Predictably,
the 9245 generated the lowest skidpad
value, 0.789, because of its narrower )-)



n, Turbo needs

more tire to exploit
the engine.

track and 195 tires. The heavier 9445
and 944 Turbo were next, at 0.79g and
0.80g, respectively. The surprise was the
944 at 0.83g. In the slalom, the same ef-
fect was noticeable. All except the 944.
which turned 64.4 mph. were clustered
around 62 mph. A significant differ-
ence. The Turbo was on Pirelli P7s. the
9445 on P6s. the 9245 on Continental
Super Contacts and the 944 on Dunlop
Super Sport D4s.

In our extended run through local
mountainous country, the differences
and similarities of the cars when driven
on real roads became apparent. All dis-
played rear-end harshness over irregu-
larities, such as Botts dots on the road-
way, but the suspensions were otherwise
compliant and could soak up big bumps
very well. Given high-speed sections,
the 944 Turbo could outdistance the
others and had a very long-legged feel;
there was more speed on tap than the
driver might feel comfortable with. At 8/
l0ths on only mildly twisty bits. the Tur-
bo was a real joy. At lower speeds, where
a real premium is placed on handling
balance. the Turbo found itself at a dis-
advantage. The 9445 could keep up by
staying at high revs. The 9245 could
maintain contact, but only just. And the
944 just plain couldn't keep up with the

Tlrunks to its 217-bltp engine. the 944 Tirrbo edges into the supercar league.

others if the,v were driven rather hard.
In testing at Willow Springs raceway,

the 944 Turbo was clearly fastest. It was
consistently turning laps in the I -minute
47-second range. The other three cars
were all around l:50 to l:51. The 944
and 9445 could be nicely trail-braked
into turns and throttle could be applied
quite early on exiting. but the Turbo was
less forgiving because of its throttle lag
and lack of bottom-end torque, fol-
lowed by a sudden rush of power when
the suspension (and driver) were least
prepared for it. The Turbo had to be

revved high to get the best performance.
Though it was quicker by virtue of its

ultimately higher power output, the Tur-
bo was developing lower cornering
forces than the others in several corners.
The Turbo needs more tire to exploit the
engine. The big brakes of the Turbo
were a help on the track, although no
real problems were experienced with
any of the cars in the deceleration
department. Under normal driving con-
ditions. our test stafffelt that the brakes
were excellent with good balance and
modulation. The 9245, sulprisingly, was



TURN 8
a high speed white knuckler,
slightly banked
944T 0.889
9445 0.849
944 0.8a9
9245 0.839

At Willow Springs lntemational Raceway, our Valentine Research lnc
g.analyst was used to record peak lateral accelerations and average speeds
over track segments irxJuding the front straight, Turn 2, hill section, back
straight and Tums 8 and 9. Banking and road inclination account for lateral
accelerations higher than skidpad values.

TURN 5
suspension is compressed
from downhill; easy to
lose it during transition
from braking
9445 1.059
9245 1.019
944T 1 .019
944 0.989

TURN 4
easy to scrub off speed here
9445 0.989
944T 0.919
944 0.909
9245 0.909

944T 100.9 mph
9445 93.9 mph
944 93.4 mph
9245 92.8 mph

9445 95.3 mph
944T 93.9 mph
944 93,4 mph
9245 92.8 mph

944T 62.9 mph
9445 61.6 mph
944 60.9 mph
9245 60.5 mph

944T 98.4 mph
9245 95.2 mph
9445 94.7 mph
944 94.2 mph

9445 79.6 mph
944 79.0 mph
944T 78.5 mph
9245 78.0 mph

TURN 3
entered under braking,
banked and sharply uphill
9445 1 .169
944 1 .1 1g
9245 1.069
944T 1.049

TURN 1

moderately banked,
entered under braking
944T 1.009
944 1.009
9445 0.989
9245 0.989

TURN 9
a very difficult, decreasing
radius corner; stability
is at a premium
9445 1.029
9245 1.009
944 0.969
944T 0.949

TURN 2
quick, slightly uphill
944 1.029
9445 1.019
944T 0.959
9245 0.939

preferred by one of our testers on the
race track, although most drivers would
probably prefer the secure and benign
forgiving feel of the 944 series. The
9245 had adequate speed in straight
lines and felt very nimble in turns with
light steering; the car had a predictable
feel and, because of its skinny tires, was
easy to slide. The tires were also the lim-
iting factor in faster turns. Problems
cropped up with the left front tire of the
9245: after several hot laps. the Conti-
nental Super Contact lost contact with
parts of several tread blocks, which be-
gan chunking away. Better tires would
have helped allof these cars trim at least
2 sec per lap.

The power-assisted steering of the en-
tire series was liked bv all. with good
feedback: light, responsive and with
good on-center feel. althou_eh the gear-
ing feels a bit on the slou,side. Handling
was also universallv liked. describeo as

predictable. forgiving and neutral.
The solid. fler-free chassrs helped all

of the cars get their power onto the
ground. All cars were free of rattles,
squeaks and wind noise. except for a bit
of wind roar around the outside mirrors
(although there was quite a bit of reso-
nance induced by the rough-running en-
gines at low rpm). The body styling, on
the other hand. was liked in direct pro-
portion to the cars' prices. The 9245

drew comments such as "lt's l916
again." "Dated" and "Wimpy." The
944 and 9445 looked better. but the
body is beginning to look old. The Tur-
bo was universally liked. The nose and
tail treatments and the lower skirts make
lor an even more appealing. smoother
look. Exterior llnish of all cars was ex-
cellent. but everyone commented on
huge gaps at the doors, hood and head-
lights. probably a vestige of the original
design's VW tooling requirements.

The American market is about half of
Porsche's world sales, and it's interesting
how few compromises are made reflect-
ing this The cars are virtually identical.
in engine and transmission, to those;E->



The 9245 interior styling is showing its age. The 944 interiors benefit from fresh design,

PERFORMANCE

Aceeleration:t

Time to distance, sec:

Porsche forsche
9{4S 944 Tu6o

9445 '$HTurh

Forsche Porsche

9243 9{4

Bhp/|iter.......:.........::.:....,................59.1................59.1 .....................75.6....................87.3

R&Tsteeringindex.''''.....'1,22,..,,.,,,,.,.,.1.25

models available in Europe. That may
be the biggest shortcoming of the 944
Turbo and, to a lesser extent. the 9445.
They were designed on the Weissach test
track to do well on Autobahnen and on
European high-speed winding roads.
The phenomenal top end will not be
used or appreciated by most U.S. own-
ers. These cars would be more impres-
sive under American driving conditions
if the gearing were laid out for more low-
speed zip.

For this reason, the 944 and 9245 are
more logical choices for the best per-
formance per dollar. Compared with
their rivals in the marketplace, such as

the Mazda RX-7 at the low end and the
Corvette at the top, the Porsches show
this quite clearly. The Mazda, for exam-
ple, was designed for the U.S. market. It
does quite well up to 80 mph, which is
about all anyone will ever ask of it.
Above that. the Porsches'German heri-
tage, reflnement and sophistication in
the areas of ride, handling, steering and
braking come through strongly.

Creature comforts co mpared
If f HAr e difference a restyled interior
W makes! The shapes found in the

944 series are more flowing, more pleas-
ing to the eye, in that modern German
industrial-design style. Individual pieces
are now purpose-made Porsche parts,
rather than Golf/Rabbit/Audi compo-
nents. The entire interior has a general
Teutonic, stark, businesslike feel, a feel-
ing underscored by the black interiors of
all our cars. Some of our staff disliked
the Turbo's obtrusive airbag steering
wheel; often it blocked the view of the
instruments. The 944 and 9445 had the
4-spoke. There is still a cobbled-up feel-
ing about some of the control locations.
The mirror adjusting switch is on the
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were made fo, the
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driver's door, but the switch for selecting
left or right mirror is on the center con-
sole, as is the rear wiper switch. The lat-
ter properly belongs on the wiper stalk.

The seats, too, have an afterthought
feeling to them. Porsche apparently felt
that it needed as many servomotors as

possible to justify the prices of the 944
series. The older sport seat from the 9l I
is superior to the new-style seat used in
the 9l11944, particularly in the area of
upper body support during cornering.
Several testers felt the 9245's seat cush-
ion was too short. However. we pre-
ferred the 9245's purely mechanical seat
adjustments to the 944's combination of
levers and electric switches. And the
9245's vernier knob for adjustin_e rake is
superior to the other cars' discrete rake
positions via a lever.

The air-conditioning system of the
944 series worked well enough to keep
the innards cool, even in the I l0 degrees
of our desert test session. The only com-
plaint here was the tendency on one car
of the vents to flop around and redirect
air when the car hit a bump. Controls for
the heating, ventilation and air condi-
tioning are simple and logical.

The 9245. on the other hand. still has
most of the original 1916 dash. The in-
strument panel looks cheap and rather
dated, but it's functional. The ventila-
tion and air-conditioning system, how-
ever, isn't; it won't cope with a warm
spring day. The steering wheel, howev-
er, is the nice old 3-spoke design, which
locates the hands exactly where they
should be.

The sunroof common to the entire
line is rather primitive for such a high-
ticket car. To enjoy an open feeling, the
car must be stopped and the roof panel
manually removed and stowed, though
there are electric motors to raise the rear
edge of the roof for ventilation. Since
this system was designed, newer, better
sunroof mechanisms have come along.
Honda's CRX, for example, gets alarge
opening on a small roof by letting the
roof slide on the outside of the car, over-
hanging the rear window a bit.

Visibility to the rear is sulprisingly
limited for such an airy-appearing green-
house. The combination of high seat-
backs, transom, rear wiper, high-mount-

ed brake light and distorted backlight
makes it difficult to judge where the car
ends, or to see surrounding obstacles.

The bottom line
(\ o, rls decision time. Which is the
D best? Neglecting price, the 944 Tur-
bo was the consensus favorite. Although
it feels a bit of a lump around town, it is
very very fast when driven aggressively
at high speeds. From there, opinions dif-
fered; all remaining cars tied in scoring.
The 9445 offers many Turbo features at
a lower price. The 944 has good per-
formance with a nice. modern interior
design. The 9245 has near-944 perform-
ance at a lower price. if you can live with
the seating position. dated interior de-
sign and ineffective air conditioning.

On a price-dependent basis. the 9245

was the car of choice for most staffers.
The 944 Turbo and regular 944 were
about equal for second choice, the Tur-
bo offering an entirely different level of
performance that outweighed the price,
the 944 interior and price making it a
good compromise. The 9445 was con-
sidered to be the least cost-effective.

Whether you want ultimate perform-
ance regardless of price or decent per-
formance at a more affordable (but still
pricey) ticket, these cars offer enough
variations on a basic design that should
fill the bill of any determined entry-level
Porsche buyer. With suitable selection
of options, the 92451944 series may be
tailored to fit the driving requirements
of anyone who has always dreamed of
owning a Porsche, and now has the
wherewithal to pay the initiation fee. @

CUMULATTVE RATINGS*SUBJECTIVE EVALUATIONS

Porsche Porcche Porsche Porsche

92{S 94{ g44S 944Turbo. '

Perlormance:

Engine....................8.0 ..........7.5 ..........7.8 ........,.8.5 .,..,...,.Turb0 has c0nvincing t0p+nd Fower
Gearb0x..................8.5.......,..8.3..........8.5..........8.3..........Slightgearingvariations;tootallforU,S.
Steeringt..............,..9.0..........9.3..........9.3..........9.3..........Tiresafiect9245feet ,,,

Brakes................,..8.8..........9.0..........9.3..........9.5.,........9245tire|imited;Turbo'sar-eoutstanding
Ride..,,,..,...............7.5 ..........8.3 ..........8.0 ..........8.0 ..........9245 more compliant, soiter

Handling..;,..,....,......8.0 .^........8.3..........8.0 ..........8.0 ..........Tires make944 surprisewinner

Bodystrueture'.,,'.......8.8..........9.3..........9.3..........9.3..........oneiesterfelt924Stesonatedabit
Average,.,,...,.,,....8.4.. :.......8.6 ..........8.7 ..........8.8

Driving position . . . . . . . . .8.5 .. . . . . . ...8.5 .. .. . .. ...8.5 . . . . . .. . . .8.5 . .. .. . . . . .Most favored new cars, one chose 9245

0ontrolst....'...,.....,..,7.5..........8.8....,.....8.8..........8.8..........Redesignandn0n-Vttlcontrolsprefened
Instrumentsr.,,,.,,......7,0 ,.......,.8.8 .,........8.8 ..........8.8 ..........New instruments much better

0utwardvision1..,...'...7.3.,','...,j.3..........7.3.''.'...''7.3.,....'.''Poorrearviewwhenparking
Quietness................7.3,....,,..,7.8.,........8.0..........8.3..........944SandTurb0greatcruisers
l'{ea#vent/aircondr.....6.0 ,..,,.,...8.5..........8.5 .......,..8.5 ,.........9?4S inadequate; 944 series exeellgnt

tngress/egressr . . . . . . . . .7.5 . . . . . , . . ..7.8 .. . ... . . ..7 .8. .. . . . . . . .7.8 . . . . . . . . . .Parking brake gets in way

Seatst...........,,...,...7.5,,...,,,,..7,8.......'.,,.7,8.,.,,,,.,'.7.8.,,......,Sornepreferolddesign,somenew
Luggage&[0adingt....7.5.,..,.,....7.5....,..,..7.5,,.,,...i,7.5..........1ar9earea,butn0height' Average ...............7,3,.,.;,..,,.8;1 

; :..,...,.8,1,. :.......$.'f

Designlstyling:

Ex|eri0rsty|ing.........,7.0..........8.0.,..,....,8.0.......,..S.8..........9245100ksdated;Turbohestliked
Exted0rfinish...........8.3..........8.3,..,,....,8.3........,.8.3..........Excel|entpaint;largebody,gaps,:
lnterior sty|ing...........6.0 ..........8.0 ..........8.0 ...,....,.8.0 ..........New look universally preferred

lnteriorfinish............7.5..........8.5......,...8.5..........8.5..........G00dfits,detai|w0rk0n944series
Average ...............7 .2..........8.2 ..........8.2 ..........8.4

$talfPreference
Price-independent .....,8 .... .,,,,...8 ..,.,....,..8 . .,,.... ....1 6

Price-dependent ...,...,1 5,..,.,,....$ :... 1,,. ; :.,,6 .....,.....,1 0

Four,staff members; 1 st clto'ce 4 points; through 4th, tr point,
tTies lollowing lrom identical chaiacteristics,


